
Xeus Pro is a powerful PC based solution, designed by InfoVista to intelligently post process and analyze multiple network 
data’s including, traffic measurement recording (call trace) data, network configuration data, statistics and drive test data. 
As a daily optimization support GIS software, this state of the art solution integrates seamlessly in to daily operations and 
network expansion activities, performing smart analyses whilst detecting common radio problems that compromises your 
networks Quality of Service. With built in best practices for RF network optimization, detailed analysis for issues such as 
data throughput, abnormal call events and optimization towards systemic issues such as pilot pollution, overshooting cells 
and missing neighbours, as well as KPI report generation are simplified and executed faster.

InfoVista Xeus Pro
Powerful Subscriber Insight for Smarter Network Optimization

Plan. Operate. Optimize. Monetize.

Every RF Engineer Deserves one
Every RF Engineer deserves access to good tools. With Xeus 
Pro, you never have to wait in line to optimize your network 
due to limited access to key systems. Xeus Pro is lightweight 
yet efficient, enabling it to be installed into your own personal 
computer/notebook. The end result, increased accessibility 
amongst optimization engineers.

Maximize your Revenue with Optimum Service 
Quality
Xeus Pro provides optimization engineers state of the art built 
in algorithms and workflow to enable them to improve their 
engineering response time in solving RF problems. The end 
results; increased revenue, Improve QoS, satisfied customers, 
reduce churn.

Future Proof Yourselves
Xeus Pro was designed with scalability in mind. As technology 
evolves to LTE and beyond and new market requirements 
emerge, Xeus Pro’s flexibility ensures its future relevance with 
a market-driven feature roadmap to be integrated into later 
product releases.

Best in Class Usability
Xeus Pro’s design philosophy on usability is based on years 
of actual hands-on experience from worldwide consultants 
and product feedback from our customers on key aspects of 
their work. Its intuitive GUI enables optimization engineers to 
rapidly get up to speed and their job done without the need 
for extensive training hours.

Multi-vendor Multi-technology
With Xeus Pro, operators worldwide are assured that they 
need not worry about their current vendor preferences as well 
as cross- technology constraints as this tool brilliantly works 
with multi- vendor networks and support all relevant radio 
access technologies.

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership
Xeus Pro brings network operating cost down by reducing 
engineering resources needed to perform root cause analysis 
and daily optimization tasks for quality of service affecting 
issues.

Why Xeus Pro?

Built with the Individual 
RF Engineer in Mind

User Friendly, Modular 
and Flexible

Powerful Daily Optimization 
Platform on your Desktop

Comprehensive and Advance 
Analytics Capabilities 

InfoVista Xeus Pro

Exceptional Data Visualization 
Capabilities

Enhances Optimization Work�ow 
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Plan. Operate. Optimize. Monetize.

About InfoVista
InfoVista is the leading provider of IP and RF planning, assurance and optimization software solutions and services that enable 
effi  cient network and IT transformations. Our award-winning solutions empower communications service providers and IT-
intensive enterprises to deliver high-performing and diff erentiated services while cost-eff ectively planning, operating, optimizing 
and monetizing their network. InfoVista’s combined expertise and technology innovations in radio and IP networks provide more 
than 550 customers worldwide with a new level of network intelligence, visibility and control across the entire network life cycle. 
Using InfoVista’s solutions, they deliver optimal quality of service, ensure a high-quality user experience, invest appropriately and 
consolidate their OSS/BSS ecosystems while keeping total cost of ownership as low as possible. For more information, please visit 
www.infovista.com.

Modularity

Specifi c Modules for Specifi c Needs
Designed to boost daily optimization effi  ciency, the various add-on modules propel Xeus Pro to be the powerful desktop solution 
that it is. Total fl exibility to tailor it’s functionalities according to specifi c needs , up-to-date multi vendor & multi technology support 
across all relevant technologies  and a market driven feature roadmap ensures Xeus Pro’s relevance now and in the future.

Traffi  c Measurement Recording (Call Trace) Modules
Unprecedented insight into the precise root cause of problem areas 
of your network via smart analyses of real calls made by subscribers. 
Supports all major vendors across 3G & LTE networks.

Task Automation Module
Automatic parsing of multiple call trace logs simplifi es and speeds daily 
monitoring tasks with centralized access of processed data to everyone in 
the optimization group.

Drive Test Module
Powerful & fast analytics of drive test data from multiple drive test 
equipments for daily optimization and reporting.

QoS Analysis User Quality 
Management

GeoAnalysis Network 
Optimization

Automation Workgroup

Benchmarking Network 
Optimization

Network 
Troubleshooting


